Modern European History Research Seminar

Lent Term 2014

Tues, 21 Jan 12.45 pm  Prof Caspar Hirschi (St Gallen)

Expert Failure in the Dreyfus Affair: Zola vs. the Graphologists

Tues, 4 Feb 12.45 pm  Prof Tim Blanning (Sidney Sussex, Cambridge)

The self-fashioning of Frederick the Great

JOINT SESSION with Early Modern European History Seminar

Tues, 18 Feb 5 pm  Panel Debate

The Forgotten War: WWI in Eastern Europe

with

Dr Jonathan Gumz (Birmingham),
Prof Prof Bill G. Rosenberg (Michigan)
&
Dr Alexander Watson (Goldsmith, London)

NOTE DIFFERENT VENUE: Knox Shaw Room, Sidney Sussex

Tues, 4 March 12.45 pm  Dr Wencke Meteling (Marburg/Cambridge)

Competitiveness Debates in UK & Germany since the mid-1960s

Meetings take place in the Old Library, in Sidney Sussex College
(apart from 18 Feb, which takes place in the Knox Shaw Room)

For more information, please contact Dr Bernhard Fulda (bdf20@cam.ac.uk).
The Seminar is grateful for the generous support provided by the Trevelyan Fund.